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Display Solutions, Inc in Hudson, MA announces that it has added projector based Business 
Visual Systems to its Simulation and Training capability. Computer-generated, multi-channel 
projected images on a curved surface have been the main focus of Display Solutions since its 
inception five years ago. Display Solutions Visual Systems, using COTS hardware, have been 
traditionally used in simulation and training for military and commercial applications. 
 
Using many of the same tools, hardware and techniques from our simulation and training visual 
systems, Display Solutions recently installed three projected video wall systems at Analytical 
Graphics Incorporated (AGI) in Exton, PA and Schlumberger Company in Houston, TX.  The 
video wall systems incorporated multi-channel video inputs with edge-blended and color-
balanced images to create ultra-high resolution visuals using standard conference room 
projectors. Visual display management was performed using PC GUI-based software and 
Crestron control systems. The video wall systems used both front and rear projection technology 
and displayed very high resolution images on continuous flat and curved screens without the 
annoying seams of traditional cube-based video wall products. Using technology from 3-d 
Perception (Asker, Norway) and RGB Spectrum (CA), Display Solutions is able to create "large, 
panoramic" displays that can display images with more than 5,000 pixel resolutions at lower initial 
and life cycle costs than traditional video walls using cube technology.  
  
Business Visual Systems applications include system control walls, large area mapping/seismic 
displays, large audience training and very high resolution presentations of engineering/CAD 
information.  
  

About Display Solutions, Inc. 

Display Solutions, Inc is a privately owned small business with less than 100 employees, 
incorporated in the state of Massachusetts. We provide products and services to clients using 
state of the art multimedia video display technology for information display, education, 
entertainment and training. We serve customers worldwide in business, education, government, 
military, churches/synagogues, theaters, simulation and training. Our client list includes many of 
the principal end users and system integrators in the simulation & training industry. Further 
information about Display Solutions can be obtained at www.displaysolution.com and from Dunn 
& Bradstreet under DUNS 112189076. 

For more info call 978-897-9680 or email info@displaysolution.com  

                        


